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Dallas CVB 

Customer Advisory Board 
Spring 2016 Meeting 

Minutes 
  
  

Opening General 
Session  

 

 Welcome & Introductions  Brad Kent and Terri Breining 
 Brad Kent, Chief Sales & Services Officer, Dallas Convention & Visitors Bureau (Dallas 

CVB) and Terri Breining, Managing Partner, Global Marketing Services, Inc., welcomed 
Board members to the May 2016 Dallas CVB Customer Advisory Board meeting and 
thanked sponsors. Board members and the Dallas CVB team introduced themselves with 
brief professional descriptions. 

  
  
 CAB Member Updates  CAB Members 
 Session Objective: To hear updates from CAB members on their organizations, which 

emphasized big wins and big challenges over the past year.  
  
 Board Feedback  
 Positives  
  One education association has added smaller conferences to the program. 
  Another group has had several acquisitions. The new teams assimilate well.  
  A strong culture has resulted in successful meetings for one group.  
  Internal initiatives that promote the value of meetings have helped one medical 

organization make changes to the programs and promote attendance.  
  One group has been successful with innovation. Attendees expect fresh content 

and unique venues.  
  Despite having challenges with airlift, one group’s staff did a tremendous job of 

making the shortcomings transparent, which resulted in a successful event. 
  One group had a successful women’s event, and calendar changes for the annual 

event were also well-received.  
  Another group has replaced evaluations with one-on-one monthly discussions. The 

focus is on experiential design and innovation labs.  
   One group has been able to engage the end user more in the event.  
 Challenges  
  One group has had issues for the past two years with their registration system 

crashing as soon as registration opens.  
  Maintaining the intimate environment for one group’s meetings is challenging as 

the event’s attendance increases.  
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  Creating documentation about how the conference is organized was a challenge 
for one group. They are also struggling with creating new enthusiasm and 
introducing new ideas to the program.  

  Communicating the company’s new services is a challenge for one sourcing group. 
  It has been difficult to instigate change for one medical group, as physicians want 

meetings to continue with a traditional model. There was a slight decline in 
international attendance last year for this group.  

  Moving quickly through the sourcing process was a challenge for one group. Last 
year’s event was delayed.  

  One group was very resistant to venue changes. Despite the show organizer’s 
efforts, attendees were upset about the new style of seating.  

  Although their popular new CEO has increased brand awareness, shifting from a 
religious to secular organization has been difficult for one group. Marketing is also 
a challenge for their festival-style conference.  

  Airlift issues were problematic for one group that changed venues. Salespeople 
must be honest about what promises they can deliver.  

  FDC oversight has been a challenge for one group. 
  Dealing with unexpected challenges at the event can be difficult.  
  Creating an environment with space for attendees to relax can be a challenge.  
  Co-locating events with similar associations is one strategy to create value for both 

members and attendees.  
  Although one group does well identifying things that are wrong both externally and 

internally, correcting these issues can be difficult. The organization’s new 
leadership is working to bring about a culture change.  

  Another group has had a slow, steady decline in attendance. The general meeting 
has a lack of focus.  

  
  

General Session   
 Communicating the Dallas Message More Effectively  Noelle LeVeaux, Kryslyn 

Burks, Emily Hutchens, and Lauren Marchant 
 Session Objective: To provide feedback to the DCVB ad agency.  
  
 Noelle LeVeaux, Chief Marketing Officer, Dallas CVB, gave a marketing overview. Board 

members heard a review of Dallas’ recent marketing history, beginning with the “Dallas, 
Big Things Happen Here” campaign and evolving into the “You put the ‘I’ in Big” concept. 
Changes were then made in response to previous Advisory Board feedback to focus on 
the meeting planner message. The goal was to position Dallas as a better value 
proposition when compared with other cities, and as a friendly city despite its size. 
Members viewed examples of proposed ad campaigns and suggested modifications for 
review. They also viewed examples of “activations,” including “lighten up,” “eater-
tainment,” “surprise and delight,” and “oculus rift technology.” 

  
 Board Feedback: Campaigns 
  Some members would prefer Campaign #2 if it had less verbiage. However, those 

that did not like the campaign said it has a negative message.  
  Reduce the verbiage on the ads.  
  Do not assume that planner workloads are a destination decision factor. 
  Campaign #1 is visually appealing but does not showcase key differentiators.  
  The checklist concept is effective.  
  Campaign #2 is too “busy,” with too much text and emphasis on fonts. Focus on 

a single pain point for planners that Dallas can overcome.  
  Use simple language and show what Dallas can deliver.  
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  Consider identifying the people in the ad so potential clients can contact them. 
  Don’t use pictures to spell out words.  
  Showcase all of Dallas’ positive attributes, including its:   
  Low room rates and other cost savings; 
  Great convention center with columnless, contiguous space; 
  Two airports with direct international service; 
  Walkability; 
  Large hotel inventory with a good variety of choices, ranging from small 

boutiques to high-end properties; and 
  Fun, award-winning restaurants. 
  Provide information about restaurant locations.  
  Showcase the authentic Dallas experience and how attendees will love Dallas.  
  Provide inventory information.  
  Show how attendance will be positively impacted by coming to Dallas.  
  Overcome perceptions that Dallas is too spread out or doesn’t have a lively 

downtown culture.  
  “Dallas Delivers” is a more relevant message than “Big Things Happen Here.” The 

“big city experience without big city hassles” message is very effective. 
  
 Board Feedback: Activations 
  A comedian would be ineffective and could be offensive.   
  Food trucks are interesting, and everyone loves food. Providing a slurpee to 

promote Dallas at a previous year’s event is a good idea.  
  Music is a unique way to showcase Dallas. However, this limits the audience 

because it will only appeal to people who know and like the singer.  
  The foodie/celebrity chef concepts go well together.  
  Add “seeing is believing” as an activation. Bring planners and decision makers to 

Dallas. The virtual tour is nice but not a substitute for a live visit.  
  Choose tradeshows carefully to ensure they reach the target market. Bring venue 

representatives to showcase their facilities.  
  Have more diverse spokespeople.  
  Provide personalized items and allow people to choose. Candy, hats, and barbeque 

sauce are some ideas.  
  Showcase an authentic Dallas outdoor experience.  
  Focus on Dallas’ ease of access, domestically and internationally.  
  Produce a video that showcases different areas of the city. Include interviews with 

community leaders and meeting planners talking about the Dallas experience.  
  Have a group of planner ambassadors that prospective customers can contact to 

talk about Dallas.  
  Show planners how Dallas wants their business and wants to deliver service. 
  Capture positive exhibitor and attendee comments on video.  
  Use customer-produced videos that feature Dallas to help spread awareness.  
  A group that had not been to Dallas since 2012 found it to be “a new Dallas,” a 

place you will enjoy visiting, refreshing and renewed, greener, cleaner, and fun. 
  Use bulletin board technology to obtain more feedback from the Advisory Board. 
 
 

 

General Session   
 Website  Barbara Altom, Mandy Hornbuckle, R.A. Ray, and Ryan Pitts 
 Session Objective: To review the newly launched website, as well as additions under 

consideration, and provide feedback.  
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 Members began the session by briefly discussing culinary initiatives and viewed a video 
about Dallas. Barbara Altom, Director, Sales and Services Administration, Dallas CVB, 
then gave an overview of the website. Surveys of meeting planners indicated that 88% 
found a destination website important when planning their meetings. Most want a digital 
meeting planner guide, rather than a printed one or even a downloadable PDF. The Dallas 
planner’s landing page has links to meeting and exhibit space, promoting the meeting, 
RFP submissions and a venue search. Informational verbiage on a supplemental page 
focuses on Dallas’ convenient location, accessibility, service delivery and 
accommodations.   

  
 Board Feedback: Culinary  
  Feature the center’s Center Plate chef as a celebrity chef raving about the food 

offered in Dallas.  
  Ensure that the culinary experience is equal regardless of group size.  
  Consider having other chefs recommend the culinary experience, since this type 

of quality is unusual at a convention center.  
  
 Board Feedback: Website  
  Move pertinent information to the top. Arrange the four key data points into bullets 

and allow users to click the Why Dallas link for more detail.  
  Adjust the copy to focus more on meetings business.  
  Add a section to showcase meeting success stories and video testimonials by 

planners who have held successful events in Dallas.  
  Use the separate box to highlight a specific point. Move the current information in 

the box to the convention center section.  
  Include center, hotel, venue, and restaurant information.  
  Use scrolling images and video on the landing page. Showcase exhibits, meetings, 

the park venue, and other event-related concepts rather than the Dallas skyline. 
  Use pictures that better illustrate the key data points.  
  Add a link to convention center information. Showcase its size and columnless 

meeting space.   
  Showcase new things coming to the city and key benefits for using Dallas.  
  Simplify navigation.  
  Create a tab specifically for maps. Move them from the Promote section.  
  “Cheap” labor may be interpreted as being of low quality. Showcase the 

professionalism of local labor suppliers.  
  Half of the Board members consider the right-to-work issue important when 

making a destination decision. Some groups will not go to a non-union destination.   
  Include convention center information on the Planned page.  
  Optimize the site for mobile users.  
  Change the name of the Meeting Planner’s Toolkit section to “Promotional Library.” 
  Include a search feature and terms of usage with the videos and images.  
  Arrange hotels and restaurants alphabetically, by category, or by distance from 

the center, not by whether they paid to promote their facilities on the site.  
  Provide a link to private dining and venue information for exhibitors.  
  Add an exhibitors’ tab with pertinent information. Separate it into modules so that 

customers can decide what to show their exhibitors.  
  Allow groups to customize their microsites.  
  Update the Dallas meeting planner tool.  
  Showcase Dallas’ CSR programs. Focus on issues that young people care about, 

such as LEED certification and light rail. Avoid the dated, stereotypical Texas tone, 
which has too much focus on making money.  

  Change the name of the Promote section to “Resources and Maps.” 
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  Include a convention and event schedule.  
  Add a safety and security section. Allow customers to connect with the police chief 

to discuss security.  
  Consider capturing contact information, but make it optional.  
  Include weather information.  
  Do not limit access to promotional materials.  
  Change the “submit RFP” wording.  
  Have more interactive content.  
  Add information about where the onsite activations will occur.  
  The website’s challenges include: 
  Static rather than scrolling images; 
  Boring, unlively content; 
  Cumbersome navigation; and 
  Not expressing why planners should bring their meetings to Dallas. 
  Younger planners would be unlikely to use a meeting planner tool, but they are 

still valuable to some meeting professionals. 
  Four members search for venues on CVB websites. 
  
  

General Session   
 DMAP  Brad Kent and Michael Rudowski  
 Session Objective: To review the perceptions of Dallas and identify opportunities to 

create a shift.  
  
 Michael Rudowski, Director of Research and Business Analysis, Dallas CVB, gave an 

overview of the Destination Meetings Assessment Program (DestinationMAP) study 
conducted by STR. Dallas is one of the faster growing markets in recent years and had 
strong ratings for business meeting and convention logistics. Although Dallas ranked ninth 
for familiarity, only 23% of planners were comfortable enough to provide opinions about 
it. Dallas’ light rail system has improved its transportation ratings. The city is rated below 
average in many environmental categories.  

  
 Board Feedback: DMAP  
  This is an emotionally-driven and relationship-based business. Some groups will 

choose a destination for its popularity rather than for what it has to offer.  
  The top five cities have excellent accessibility. This may be a top factor.  
  A low crime rate is an important factor.  
  North Park is a bigger draw for shopping than the downtown area.  
  Dallas is known as “big” and for its football, competitiveness, and good food and 

barbeque. 
  Because cities like Dallas have been suburbanized, most of the action is missing 

from the downtown areas. 
  Groups still attend cities like Chicago and Boston despite low ratings on the survey. 
  The Dallas TV show is still watched in some markets, making the city appealing to 

international attendees. 
  
 Board Feedback: Strategies  
  Increase messaging about unique things to do in Dallas, including its museums, 

cultural activities, shopping, and night life.  
  Market Dallas as a city with something for everyone.  
  Showcase Dallas’ arts district.  
  Showcase the locations where Dallas night life is happening and provide 

transportation options.  
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  Use the trolley, Uber, and walking tours to promote transportation options. 
  Bring planners to the city to experience Dallas and overcome negative perceptions. 
  Create a video of a convention attendee showcasing things to do in Dallas.  
  Showcase the partnership between the CVB and the city’s hoteliers.  
  Provide customized brochures about Dallas that customers can send to attendees.  
  When customers have meals at different venues, have the chefs work together so 

that meals are of a consistent quality.  
  

 
General Session   
 Comp Set Review  Terri Breining   
 Session Objective: To compare strengths and weaknesses of Dallas against its primary 

competitive cities.  
  
 Board Feedback: Houston Versus Dallas 
  Members agreed they would choose Dallas over Houston.  
  Airlift is comparable.  
  The convention center is less attractive than Dallas and has columns in the space. 

Some of the center is disconnected from the rest. 
  Meeting spaces seem to be better.  
  Houston is perceived as safer, although this may not be the case.  
  Houston’s entertainment district is contained in one area and is close to the center.  
  Houston has better large hotel inventory.  
  Arenas are similar.  
  Dallas has more revitalization efforts. There are more people seen out and about. 
  Dallas is cleaner.  
  Houston does not provide information about what is new in the city.  
  
 Board Feedback: Denver Versus Dallas 
  Members preferred Dallas overall due to cost factors.  
  Airlift is comparable, although Dallas airfares are cheaper and it takes less time to 

get from the airport to downtown.  
  Denver’s convention center is more visually appealing, has more natural light, is 

more modern, has large ballrooms, and is walkable from all hotel rooms. More 
expansion is planned.  

  Denver is perceived as safer, with better walkability and more people present.  
  Hotel inventory is comparable. Walkability from the center gives Denver an edge. 
  Denver’s 16th Street promenade is a better, walkable shopping experience.  
  Denver’s mountain experience is a plus.  
  Attendees think about Denver more, both pre- and post-event.  
  Dallas has better weather.  
  Denver is a youth-oriented, lively city.  
  Denver’s legalization of marijuana can be a negative aspect for event planners.  
  The homeless issue in Denver is a significant challenge. Panhandling is prevalent. 
  
 Board Feedback: Nashville Versus Dallas 
  Nashville is a better competitor for Austin and New Orleans, not Dallas.  
  The Nashville airport is much smaller and has few international options, although 

it is closer to downtown.  
  Nashville’s convention center is brand new, beautiful, and integrates modern 

technology. It is much smaller but is attached to a music venue.  
  Safety and security are comparable. Nashville is perceived as safer but the 

nighttime bar scene gets rowdy. Panhandling is problematic.  
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  Nashville has fewer hotel options overall. There are fewer inexpensive options.  
  Entertainment in Nashville is much better. The city is perceived as trendy.  
  Dallas has better food options.  
  Nashville has a friendly, small-town feel.  
  Nashville is perceived as a conservative southern city.  
  Dallas is bigger, cosmopolitan and flashier.  
  Room rates in Nashville are very high.  
  Availability is an issue in Nashville for some citywide events/short-term bookings.  
  Decorator costs are higher in Nashville.  
  
 Board Feedback: New Orleans Versus Dallas 
  Airlift is much better in Dallas. 
  The New Orleans center is long and takes too long to walk from one side to another. 

There are no views and trains run through the center. Business booked in one hall 
often ends up serviced in another.  

  New Orleans is a right-to-work state and labor is a challenge.  
  Safety and security are significant issues in New Orleans. It is perceived as a 

dangerous city.   
  Inventory in New Orleans is better, although no hotels connect with the center.  
  New Orleans is perceived to have better entertainment but it lacks diversity.  
  New Orleans has better walkability.  
  Winter weather is better in New Orleans than Dallas, but it is humid in the summer.  
  New Orleans is perceived as dirty. 
  New Orleans is always the same. People love it or hate it.  
  The New Orleans CVB does a good job with customer care and coordinating and 

the overall concession package is better. However, Dallas worked harder for some 
groups to help drive attendance. 

  The Smithsonian WWII Museum in New Orleans is outstanding. However, it is 
located on the other side of the city. 

  
 Board Feedback: Selling a Destination Internally 
  Some planners use Excel sheets to compare every aspect.  
  CVB or city governments sometimes meet with decision makers.  
  DMAI initiatives are not effective for planners. EmpowerMINT was never updated. 
  Provide customized videos that showcase the attendee experience. 
  Enlist the help of Board members to discuss Dallas with colleagues who are 

thinking of meeting in the city. 
  Be honest about what can and cannot be done in the city. 

 
General Session   
 Open Forum  Terri Breining   
 Session Objective: To discuss any open issues, creative ideas and/or concerns from 

CAB members.  
  
 Board Feedback: Effective FAM Tours  
  Show the actual city experience from the vantage point of an attendee.  
  Be realistic with everything shown.  
  Know the audience and showcase things of interest to that group. Attend their 

previous event and ensure that they fit the market.  
  Don’t overwhelm the attendees. Leave time to chat and discuss things. Host more 

than one visit if needed.  
  Provide a questionnaire in advance so Dallas representatives are prepared.  
  Change the name from “FAM” to “site visit.”  
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  Have the visit during a similar event so attendees can observe it.  
  
 Board Feedback: Reaching CEOs without Undermining the Planner 
  Always contact the planner first.  
  Customize the FAM for the CEO to see things from the selection perspective.  
  If providing educational sessions, check with the planner first to ensure it will be 

a positive experience.  
  Have CEOs meet with the city’s CEOs, not the sales team. Make it more social and 

less sales-related.  
  
 Board Feedback: Communicating the Walkability of Dallas  
  Provide city ambassadors in Dallas.  
  Consider a mobile app with a walking guide for attendees.  
  Add signage, footprints or artwork to indicate the beginning of a walking tour.  
  Work together as a city to elevate the focus on walkability in marketing efforts. 
  
 Board Feedback: Blogs  
  Keep blogs diverse and inclusive.  
  Make the blog searchable and have it categorized.  
  Include local celebrities in the conversation.  
  Discuss CSR topics.  
  Provide links to articles and social media posts.  
  Post blogs about a daily event, things going on elsewhere of interest, and updates 

on customer events.  
  Incentivize customers to do a regular or video blog after their events.  
  
 Board Feedback: Financial Support for Large Conventions  
  Provide complimentary welcome signage at the airport, video signage, and banner 

pole signs.  
  Have a loyalty program with discounts for attendees wearing conference badges. 
  Have visible, helpful ambassadors on the streets. Ensure that they can give good 

directions and that they understand the customers’ programs.  
  Comp the cost for city shuttles that pass by hotels.  
  Provide a concierge app linked from the customers’ internal apps.  
  Provide a Dallas video for the customers’ previous event.  
  Ask customers who produce recap videos about Dallas whether they would like to 

share them with other customers.  
  Have a Dallas representative make an appearance to tell attendees that they 

appreciate the group’s presence.  
  Provide funds or support for marketing efforts.  
  Provide a list of names or relevant companies within the local market that may be 

interested in attending or sponsoring the customer’s event.  
  Provide top exhibitor incentives, cash incentives, rebates, etc. 
  
  
 Wrap-Up  Terri Breining  
 Board members shared the best aspects of the Advisory Board meeting, including hearing 

about the marketing message, getting a better understanding of Dallas, hearing about 
new developments in the city, meeting colleagues, strategizing to solve challenges, and 
participating in the learning process. Mr. Kent and Ms. Breining thanked Board members 
for their time and participation.  

 


